
LASERTAG 
THE GAME  
Lasertag is played in 5-minute rounds. Each round can support six teams of up to three players each. 
Players on the same team cannot shoot each other, but all players can shoot any player on any other 
team. Each player dons a vest with attached gun.  
 
When all players are wearing vests, they take up positions in the arena.  On the arena manager’s signal, 
the game commences, and players have five minutes to shoot other players as often as they can.  
Different point values are awarded for different types of hits – stuns, gun hits, chest, shoulders, and back.  
The point system is strictly positive – you score points for the number of shots you land.  There are no 
point penalties for being shot or for missing. (Note that getting shot by other players increases their score, 
of course.) 

REGISTRATION  
Teams who wish to play Lasertag must sign up at the Lasertag Registration station, where they will be 
assigned a team number.  This will be their team number only for the next game.  Players must get a vest 
name registered to their team number.  Taking a vest other than the ones you have been assigned is not 
permitted. When a team has registered, they must wait in the Lasertag staging area in their assigned seat 
until the next game begins. 
 
When the announced game is beginning, all players must move immediately to the lasertag arena.  Any 
players who are late for the start of the game will not be allowed to enter, be scored as “Did not finish,” 
gain no score, and must re-register for subsequent rounds. 

BOUNTIES  
Unfortunately, the Lasertag arena at this casino is plagued by an infestation of unsavory characters. They 
refuse to leave the area and will always be playing in addition to any of our more reputable players. We 
have placed bounties on their heads, and achieving a higher score than these characters may earn your 
team a reward.  You should seek out these players and defeat them in order to earn their bounties.  Any 
rewards will be given out at the Lasertag Registration station at the completion of the game. 

SAFETY  
Management assumes no responsibility for injury incurred while playing Lasertag.  All players should take 
care to play Lasertag in a responsible manner for the enjoyment of everyone.  Do not do anything stupid.  
This includes (but is not limited to): tripping other players, jumping off of bases, leaping over walls (or any 
form of parkour), striking players with your gun, yelling obscenities, and not following the instructions of 
the management.  Players who cannot abide by these rules will be banned from playing Lasertag, and may 
suffer further reprimand. 
 

  


